
 

Anima Tactics Tournament: Animaladas 2023 
The ANIMALADAS are back, our favorite event around the role-playing game Anima: Beyond Fantasy 

and its universe. 

This event was born as a gathering of the community from the Discord server "Anima a través de la 

red" with the game creators, Anima Studio. It was a chance to meet in person and put faces to the 

names after so many hours of chatting online. 

This year, the event will last 4 days, taking advantage of the August long weekend (August 12th through 

the 15th). Four days full of activities, role-playing, tournaments, games, Circle of Bards, and, of course, 

the annual Anima Tactics Tournament. 

Tournament Guidelines 
1. The tournament will take place at the Animaladas annual event on Sunday, August 13th. The venue 

is located at Carrer de Guzmán el Bueno, 7A, 46100 Burjassot, Valencia. 

 

2. Registration will close on August 1st, and players must register by sending an email to 

animaladas.organizacion@gmail.com with the subject "Anima Tactics Tournament: Animaladas 

2023 - *Player's Name*," attaching in the email’s body the warband they will participate with. 

 

3. Warbands will follow the Gamma rules from the Saga I & II rulebook, that is: 300 levels for 

miniatures and 30 levels for advantage cards, alongside an organization advantage, if applicable.  

 

4. The official level update published in 2013 will be used.  

 

5. Advantage cards and the organization advantage will not be modified during the tournament. That 

being said, advantage cards do not have to be assigned to any unit and can be moved around 

during rounds. 

 

6. The tournament will consist of 3 rounds, using the Swiss tournament format, will official game 

modes modified as such:  

• Exploration: Points related to direct combat will not be counted. 

• Control: Points related to direct combat will not be counted. 

• Confrontation: Remains unchanged. 

 

7. Each player should bring their measuring tape, miniatures, game cards, and various counters. 

Miniature proxies are allowed (as long as they have the same base) as well as cards (as long as 

they are printed at an appropriate size). 

 

8. The tournament registration fee will be 10€ (5€ for those who have already attended and paid for 

other Animaladas 2023 events). Payment can be made in person on the day of the event to the 

event organizers. This price will be used entirely to cover the venue and provide prizes for the 

participants, if possible.  
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